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Adrift: How Our World Lost Its Way, is 
the telling title of the latest publication 
by Amin Maalouf, a well-known French 
Lebanese author. Maalouf specifically 
refers to the two disrupting events he 
witnessed from up close and which 
have greatly troubled him since: the 
Arab Revolt, which took place ten years 
ago, and the crisis of the liberal world 
order. Both these disrupting events 
are recurring topics in the issue of Idee 
before you and are discussed in greater 
detail in the interview Hoba Gull and 
Petra Stienen conducted with Amin 
Maalouf. 

Could it be conceivable that these  
two disrupting events lead to our  
civilization becoming adrift? Or will  
the damage be only minor? Perhaps  
we are yet unable to oversee the overall 
consequences. Have we arrived at the 
‘after disruption’ stage or are we still 
living it right now?

In this issue of Idee we examine the 
causes and consequences of disrup-
tions. A disruptive experience in the 
society may undermine existing cer-
tainties. How should we continue after 

a social disruption or a shake-up of the 
status quo? Will it offer opportunities 
for improvement, for a better future?  
Or should we remain cautious? In any 
case, the immediate question that 
arises is: in what way? How can we use a 
disruption in our society so that we will 
make different choices in the future?  
A keyword in considering the effects  
of a disruption is ‘imagination’. In 
this issue of Idee, imagination plays 
a key role in several articles. During a 
disruptive experience, we understand 
how things could be done differently. 
This creates room for new and different 
perspectives. Imagination forces us out 
of our daily routine and stimulates new 
ideas and optimism.

There is an inevitable downside  
connected to all this. The anticipated 
developments more often than not,  
are disappointing and we may find  
ourselves returning to the previous 
normal state. Are we romanticizing 
disruption maybe? Could it be a matter 
of self-interest or do we wish to prop-
agate our own values? What is left of 
the ideals and the imagination after the 
momentum has elapsed?

Each year, the last issue of Idee is  
an international issue. Many articles, 
especially those dealing with the  
Arab Revolt, are published in English.  
We have compiled the English articles 
into the issue before you which will be 
widely distributed to our international 
network, and in particular to North 
Africa and the Middle East. Faithfully 
following our social-liberal guideline: 
‘think and act internationally’, we hope 
to stimulate the discussion on interna-
tional issues in collaboration with our 
liberal partners worldwide.

Joost Röselaers  
Editor-in-chief Idee 

joost.roselaers@d66.nl

Join us for this online discussion ‘Political  
Art as a Political Act’ on LGBTIQ+ rights  
with LGBTIQ+ activist Hadi Damien and D66 
candidate MP Alexander Hammelburg.  
This webcast is streamed live on YouTube, 
and is available through Zoom.

On 9 February 2021, D66 International is hos-
ting a 1-hour discussion session about diversity, 
inclusivity and LGBTIQ+ rights. Together with 
Hadi Damien and Alexander Hammelburg, we 
will reflect on LGTBIQ+ rights in Lebanon and 
on the role art can play in delivering a political 
message. This event is a follow-up on previous 
interviews we conducted with ‘artivists’ from 
Europe and the MENA-region. Check it out here.

At the end of this session, there will be a Q&A 
with Hadi Damien which is publicly accessible. 
Do you want to ask a question to Hadi Damien? 
Sign up at the link. 

More information about the webcast
on the 9th of February.

After Disruption

Hadi Damien  
is the founder of the Beirut Pride, 
the only Pride in the Arab world. 
Currently, he is the co-president of 

Global Pride. Through his work, Damien tries to 
put the decriminalization of LGBTIQ+ matters 
on the agenda.

Alexander Hammelburg  
is currently council member in  
Amsterdam and candidate member 
of parliament. As International 

Advocacy Officer for the COC, Hammelburg 
supports the LGBTIQ+ community worldwide.
 
 

Our international networks 
 
ALDE 
The ALDE Party is the party for liberal and democratic values 
in Europe. The Party family brings together diverse back-
grounds and various opinions, and unites them around these 
shared values. These values inspire us to work for a more 
open, fair, progressive and free Europe, unbound by stale 
dogmas and rigid ideologies. Our core desire is to bring about 
in each of us a better version of who we are and what we can 
be. Ultimately, we advocate for these core values to be res-
pected and promoted by the laws and institutions of Europe. 
 
European Liberal Forum 
The European Liberal Forum (ELF) is the official political 
foundation of the European Liberal Party, the ALDE Party. 
Together with 45 member organisations, we work all over 
Europe to bring new ideas into the political debate, to 
provide a platform for discussion, and to empower citizens 
to make their voices heard.  
 
Liberal International 
Liberal International (LI) is the world federation of liberal 
and progressive democratic political parties. Its aim is to 
foster the growth of a free society based on personal liberty, 
personal responsibility and social justice, and to provide 
the means of co-operation and interchange of information 
between the member organisations, and between men and 
women of all countries who accept these principles.  
 
Africa Liberal Network 
The Africa Liberal Network was founded in 2003 and is 
the alliance of liberal democratic political organizations in 
Africa. The network is an associate regional organization of 
Liberal International, the global federation of liberal demo-
cratic political parties, organizations, networks, think-tanks 
and individuals. 

Webcast  
9 February 2021 
8—9 PM
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Disruption is characterised by far-reaching disturbance or inter-
ruption of the status quo. It can occur and operate in separate domains, 
but when we speak of societal, public or financial upsets, it tends to rage 
through distinct interconnected dimensions. In this context, we will 
defend three core arguments. To begin with, disruption, as unsettling 
and disorienting as it can be, also offers a unique opportunity to imagine 
and implement a fresh set of ideas about society, or, more commonly, to 
throw away apples that are overripe or rotten. From this angle, we will 
see that disruption necessitates a stress test of the present order, swing-
ing the door right open for a diagnosis of defective details or deeper 
chinks in the armour. 

Yet, and secondly, the process of disruption is complex, elusive, and 
unpredictable. Even as it invites individuals and societies at large to 
contemplate alternatives to the status quo, it can be hard to steer clear 
of stumbling blocks and eventually stem the torrent. We shall see that 
democratic consensus and coherent actors are crucial in this process of 
consolidation. Thirdly, assessing the result is difficult in the eye of the 
storm. Change is opportunity, especially for media whose revenue mod-
els are fuelled by chaos or political actors always looking to see their prior 

In 2020, the experience of political, economic and 
epistemic discontinuity that had been stirred up 
for years has reached a new climax. We feel more 
keenly than ever that the decline of the liberal 
world order, irreversible environmental damage, 
the distillation of a shared societal dialogue  
– and indeed COVID-19 – are jolting a rethink of 
the certainties of the post-Cold War years. At the 
end of a troubled and turbulent twelvemonth,  
we reflect on disruption and the road ahead. 
By Maurits Westbroek & Simon van Teutem

world-views confirmed. Events can be bended in either direction towards 
elite interests, so we should be careful not to over- or underestimate the 
desirability of the consequences.

Identifying weak links
As unsettling as we find disruption, it also has a positive effect: the 
unexpected pressure which crises exert on the status quo also serves as 
a stress test, allowing us to identify weak links which need repairing or 
replacing. Of course, it equally is crucial that these fresh ideas are well 
thought-through. As Boris Johnson, an expert on this very subject, once 
said, ‘There are no disasters, only opportunities. And indeed, opportuni-
ties for fresh disasters.’

What, then, has our present experience of disruption taught us about 
how to do things differently? The COVID-19 pandemic offers important 
examples. Governments in rich countries have been forced to spend 
enormous amounts on measures to support individuals and businesses, 
ranging from furlough schemes to tax breaks. According to IMF projec-
tions, government debt across advanced economies is set to increase by 
20 percentage points in 2020. On the one hand, this surge in borrowing is 
raising alarm, especially among parties 
traditionally advocating fiscal prudence. 
On the other hand, economists point 
to record-low interest rates across the 
developed world, making debt un-
precedentedly cheap. Indeed, hopes 
are being raised that, in rich countries 
beset by rising income inequality and 
governments hamstrung by fears of 
budget deficits, the pandemic might 
yet usher in a new social contract of a 
government-led, green, and equitable 
recovery made affordable by newly 
affordable debt and/or more progres-
sive wealth and (corporate)-income 
taxes. To prevent this opportunity from 
turning into disaster, however, govern-
ments must avoid the trap of turning to 
austerity and ‘fiscal consolidation’ too 
soon. If they tread this line carefully, 
the damage wrought on the economy 
by coronavirus might lead to something 
altogether better.
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writer, noted in the surge of idealism following the pandemic, hardly 
anyone asks how they themselves can and should change; the prophets of 
progress instead focus on the direction in which the misty, blurry ball of 
society should roll as a result of recent revelations. It should not surprise 
anyone that usually their compass coincidentally and conventionally 
fits their precedent ideas or interests. The hodgepodge of excitement 
and hope of a new future, often accompanied by little critical scrutiny, 
inevitably results in disappointment, disenfranchisement and distrust 
when the world turns out to be far less linear and much less buoyant 
than the carpetbaggers’ greasy rhetoric had indicated. One merely needs 
to take a look at Tunisia’s Freedom House score to see that fluctuation is 
as common as continuity, and merely needs to stay one weekend in Sun-
derland, which overwhelmingly supported Brexit, to recognize that large 
groups of Britons yet have to taste the sweet fruits of globalisation.

Disruption sells 
Still, as we temper our initial optimism with these words of caution, we 
equally feel that anxieties are subject to careless extrapolation and are 
often overstated as a result. Over two centuries ago, Thomas Malthus 
famously warned for population growth to outpace agricultural pro-
duction, causing large-scale famine and war. Instead, income per capita 
increased with a full order of magnitude and famine numbers in recent 
decades make up only a tiny snippet of that in preceding eras. Nowadays, 
fear or perception of disruption still leaves our worries vulnerable to 
exploitation. Disruption sells; the revenue models from media are pow-
ered by clicks and chaos. As a result, the lens through which we perceive 
wider societal developments is often manipulated by a gloomy filter. On 
any given day in the past century, it is possible to find a newspaper arti-
cle telling us the end is near. Placing all of this ominosity into a broader 
perspective is a great challenge for the individual, but awareness of how 
the media win their bread is a good first step.

In the coming months, as the whirlwinds of 2020 disperse and we survey 
a moonscape littered with craters and with plenty of comets still cruising 
menacingly nearby, it will be tempting to seek security in a restoration of 
the status quo ante. That would be a mistake. Without being carried away 
by an abstract idealism or paralysing anxieties, we should continue to 
believe in real progress whose quality we measure not in terms of speed, 
or even sweep, but the soundness of the ideas that nourish it and the 
strength of the coalition that sanctions it. This is not a simple defense  
of moderation for its own sake; rather, we see an urgent need for change, 
and believe that this is the best way to overcome disruption and achieve 
it. The articles contained elsewhere in this edition exemplify a willing-
ness to critically examine our present reality. That is a good start, and  
we are quietly confident that it will lead somewhere better. 1

The middle stage is crucial
In short, the process of turning new ideas into positive change is rarely 
certain and never neat. Even as ideas gain traction, important obstacles 
stand in the way of progress becoming entrenched. As we look ahead, 
this middle stage of the post-disruption trajectory is crucial.

The creation of the liberal world order offers important insights. After 
the Second World War, a sense that drastic change was necessary to 
prevent such a disaster from reoccurring was prevalent among elites and 
publics across the West. The foundation of the UN and related bodies, 
such as the WHO, as well as the Bretton Woods institutions and the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community, created the multilateral framework still 
governing the liberal world order today. The vision of a more peaceful, 
democratic and prosperous world which this set of institutions sought to 
realise, succeeded for several reasons. Firstly, there was a clear elite and 
popular consensus about the need for change, providing the project with 
legitimacy and a democratic mandate. Secondly, there were powerful 
and internally coherent actors able to articulate a consistent agenda who 
had the capacity to implement the desired changes. In the post-WWII 
context, the United States, then at the zenith of its relative power, was 
able to play that role. This combination of conditions turned a good idea 
into a consensus-driven and enduring new order.

Progress falters when one or more of these conditions is absent. Recent 
attempts at political transformation across the Middle East and the 
post-Soviet space have either fizzled out or turned into chaos. Even as 
the idea of revolution inspired millions, it failed to maintain its mo-
mentum as sectarian or ethnolinguistic divisions fractured a brittle 
consensus, or as opposition leaderships – or foreign powers – failed to 
set a clear agenda for the way forward. If history teaches us anything, it is 
that no universal recipe for progress exists. But a recurring theme is that 
ideas, however imaginative or pertinent, will not lead to progress if they 
lack democratic sanction and, more prosaically, the power to back them 
up. This observation is positive inasmuch as lasting, material progress 
can still happen anywhere; but it should also tell us that, counterintui-
tively, escaping a quagmire requires not a brash sprint into the unknown 
but consensus-building and agenda-setting. 

Perception and reality
Even as wanted or unwanted changes occur, awareness of the gaps and dis-
crepancies between perception and reality is crucial. This misbelief works 
twofold: we overestimate the insights and progress that crises may or may 
not deliver, but we equally unduly dwell in doom rooted in exaggeration. 

Let us start with a word of caution against excessive optimism. In our 
personal life and our societal dynamics, we tend to overestimate positive 
trends and extrapolate them into the far-away future. These are the 
animal spirits that gave rise to the dot-com bubble as well as naive ex-
pectations of democratisation and peace in the wake of the Arab Spring. 
Opportunistic elites can easily exploit this flaw. As Bas Heijne, a Dutch 

Simon van Teutem 
studies Philosophy, 
Politics and Economics 
at the University of 
Oxford and is a fervent 
critic of Dutch politics 
on Twitter.

Maurits Westbroek 
studied History and 
Russia in London, 
Saint-Petersburg and 
Oxford and is currently 
working on a project 
about Covid-19 at the 
University of Oxford. 
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In 1920, an author with the initials P.A.M. published a map with a 
proposal for a union in Central Europe. He pictured twenty-four Kantons 
centred around capital ‘Sankt Stephan’ in Vienna. In the digital collec-
tions of Cornell University, collector P.J. Mode identifies the author as 
P.A. Maas, son of the Viennese publisher of the map. Maas additionally 
wrote a pamphlet with a ‘guide to lasting peace’, as he foresaw that the 
solution found after the Great War would not last. Each ‘slice’ on the map 
includes at least two of the four nations that the Union brings together: 
Romans, Germans, Slavs and Magyars. People nevertheless understand 
each other, as they speak Esperanto. And except for married women, they 
can vote for a union president. Ultimately, it was Maas’ hope that ‘racial 
hatred’ would no longer prevail, and that Europe would be ‘a unitary 
nation’ based on ‘the love of the people’. 

The European project is at a crossroads. Amongst 
other issues, the coronavirus, a messy Brexit,  
and the rise of authoritarian regimes have led to 
disruption within the European Union – not to 
mention the geopolitical pressures and instabilities 
outside of the Union. Against this background, 
what can we learn from the various past ideas, 
images, proposals and narratives for the future of 
European integration? And what bigger and smaller 
proposals for the current Union do we face? 
By Afke Groen

The map is an extraordinary piece of work, but also just one example of 
the many plans for a peaceful Europe. Particularly after the Second World 
War, a wealth of ideas saw the light of day, and disappeared again. Like 
the map of P.A. Maas, there were ideas that remained rather obscure. 
Think, for example, about the proposal of Freddy Heineken – yes, the 
beer tycoon – for ‘Eurotopia’, which would consist of no less than 75 
European states of about an equal population size, including Scotland 
and Catalonia. At the same time, some ideas or narratives for European 
integration became rather dominant, such as both that of a federal and 
of an inter-governmental European Union. And more recently, that of 
European disintegration.

Currently, the European project is at a crossroads. Amongst other issues, 
the coronavirus, a messy Brexit, and the rise of authoritarian regimes 
have led to disruption within the European Union – not to mention the 
geopolitical pressures and instabilities outside of the Union. Against this 
background, what can we learn from the various past ideas, images, pro-
posals and narratives for the future of European integration? And what 
bigger and smaller proposals for the current Union do we face?

Picturing the past  
and the future  
of European integration

Europe on  
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board

Das Neue Europa Mit  
Dem Dauernden Frieden  
Die Unionisierung  
Mitteleuropas  
 
P.A. Maas, 1920. 
Source: Cornell University, 
P.J. Mode Collection  
of Persuasive Cartography
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Also after 1945, the Schuman plan for a European Coal and Steel Com-
munity was certainly not the only endeavour to create lasting peace in 
Western Europe, as historian Kiran Patel writes in Project Europe (2020). 
Rather, the European Communities were surrounded by other projects 
and alternatives to cooperation. These, for instance, included the Coun-
cil of Europe that was established in 1949 by ten West-European states 
to cooperate on democracy, human rights and the rule of law. To various 
politicians, at the outset the Council of Europe was their best hope for 
the establishment of a European federation. 
 
In comparison, the European Community arrived to the stage of inter-
national organisations relatively late in 1957. It was also comparatively 
small, experienced various crises and quarrels, as well as outright com-
petition from the European Free Trade Association that was established 
in 1960 on the initiative of the British. Hence, Patel concludes, ‘[i]t was 
by no means inevitable that the European Community would come to be 
the dominant forum of cooperation and integration in Cold War Western 
Europe.’ 

Still, by 1985, the flag and anthem – the latter originally proposed by Von 
Coudenhove-Kalergi – that the Council of Europe had adopted in 1955 
and 1971 respectively, became the official symbols of the European Com-
munity, and they are now widely associated with the European Union. 
Indeed, the Community had become the dominant forum for coopera-
tion in Western Europe over the course of the 1970s and 1980s. According 
to Patel, this resulted from the economic logic of Community’s common 
market, the binding character of its legislation, and its relatively large 
financial resources. 

That process was by no means the result of a ‘master plan’, but rather  
of ‘diverse historical processes with the typical twists and turns, lear- 
ning processes, dead ends and new beginnings’. It included moments  
of dysfunctionality, such as when President Charles de Gaulle in 1965 
paralysed the EC for months by deciding to not take the French seat in 
the Council of Ministers as an act of protest. Ultimately, the episode  
resulted in a major turning point to the envisioned supranational logic 
of the Community, as the compromise reached maintained national 
veto’s for issues of ‘vital interest’. In short, then, while Heineken, Maas,  
Von Coudenhove-Kalergi, and many others had envisaged blueprints  
for a European state, in practice, European integration did not follow  
a single path.

In what European Union do we want to live?
At present, the European Union is crucial for governing and governance 
in Europe in many, if not most domains. Perhaps that is also the reason 
why the current disruption seems so fundamental and unprecedented. 
It is grist to the mill of both Eurosceptics and Europhiles, as an opportu-
nity to argue in favour of a particular path or blueprint of European (dis)
integration. ‘More Europe’ versus ‘less Europe’. Yet as the history of the 
European project has shown, searching for solutions along the lines of 

Past proposals for Europe in the face of disruption
It may be a cliché, but also in the history of European integration, mo-
ments of disruption have been the source of bold proposals for Europe. 
Most observers of the European Union are aware of the grand ambitions 
of French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman and Jean Monnet to create 
lasting peace and economic growth through integration in Western Eu-
rope after the Second World War. Indeed, in 1985, the European Council 
decided that the European Community would organise a yearly ‘Europe 
Day’ on the anniversary of the Schuman declaration of 1950, celebrating 
the EC’s project as one of unity and peace.

Nevertheless, ideas about European union do precede the Second  
World War. Particularly during the interbellum, proposals about the 
‘unionisation’ of Europe circulated in some transnational elite networks. 
One of the more lasting and influential ideas came from Richard von 
Coudenhove-Kalergi, who in the early 1920s proposed the creation  
of Pan-Europe. It would include twenty-six continental European  
nation-states, as well as their colonies in Africa. The idea was a response 
to the weak situation that European states found themselves in after the 
First World War. For von Coudenhove-Kalergi, only Pan-Europe could 
counterbalance the emerging global hegemony of the United States and 
the Soviet Union. 
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Map from publication:  
Paneuropa (1923). Richard  
N. Coudenhove-Kalergi. 
Wien: Pan-Europa-Verlag
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And second, we need to consider that stronger democracy in the EU also 
requires stronger involvement of national parliaments in European 
affairs, apart from a stronger European Parliament. It would be too little 
to see the role of national parliaments only in terms of controlling the 
actions of national governments in Brussels. Instead, we should con-
sider new ways for parliaments to make themselves heard at the Euro-
pean level, in coordination with each other. This, for instance, requires 
stronger platforms and procedures for cooperation between parliaments. 
But it may also require further tools, such as that of a ‘green card’, where-
by a group of parliaments can propose new legislation to the European 
Commission.

Whether the European Union would benefit from rearranging the conti-
nent based on a map on a drawing board, like P.A.M. Maas did in 1920, is 
dubious. But the fact that the future of the EU needs an open mind now 
more than ever is certain. 1

such a single, predefined institutional path does not suffice. Instead, we 
need a multitude of bigger and smaller creative proposals.

Of course, many ideas come from within the institutions of the European 
Union. The European Commission of Ursula von der Leyen has even ap-
pointed a Commissioner for so-called ‘strategic foresight’, so as to design 
‘future-proof policies and legislation that serves both the current needs 
and longer-term aspirations of European citizens.’ Notwithstanding how 
admirable the socio-economic, geopolitical, green and digital ambitions 
are, the endeavour of the new Commissioner is a rather technocratic way 
of imagining the future of the European Union. For instance, the project 
will include ‘mainstreaming foresight’ into EU policy making, as well as 
developing ‘resilience dashboards’ and ‘foresight scenarios’.

A more politically explosive idea came from Dutch Prime Minister  
Mark Rutte, coincidentally on exactly the same date as the Commission’s 
first Strategic Foresight Report was published. In an exchange with par-
liament, Rutte off the cuff pictured a new map of the European Union. 
‘Could we make a budget through an intergovernmental treaty, or could 
we found a European Union without Hungary and Poland?’, he asked.  
As political scientist Tom Theuns subsequently pointed out in euobserver, 
the proposal would avoid the ‘impasse’ around the legal mechanism for 
sanctions, but would undeniably come at severe costs to democracy and 
to many Poles and Hungarians. Indeed, Rutte called it a ‘nuclear variant’.

Ultimately, we will need a broader conversation about the question of in 
what kind of European Union we want to live. Although frequently met 
with scepticism, the long-awaited Conference on the Future of Europe is 
an opportunity to involve citizens in that conversation. And, more im-
portantly, it is an opportunity to take citizens’ input seriously – perhaps 
not only through their direct participation in the European Conference, 
but also through national platforms between citizens and parliamentar-
ians. In the Netherlands, re-installing the position of State Secretary for 
European affairs may help to provide direction in these discussions.

Two reflections
For the conversations to come, I have two further, modest reflections, 
neither of which is new. First, it will be important to consider that the 
European project needs more flexibility to move forward. In other words, 
it needs various paths or ‘pictures’ to choose from for member states and 
citizens. As international relations scholar Kalypso Nicolaïdis argues in 
Brexit and Beyond (2018), ‘there is little doubt that the EU can survive only 
if it embraces the kind of flexibility required by the widely heterogene-
ous character of its economies, and widely diverse range of social, legal 
and political systems.’ Clearly, designing such flexibility comes with ma-
jor questions. It is not desirable to create insiders and outsiders, a core 
and a periphery, nor to make fundamental principles of the EU flexible 
too. But we should consider new forms and areas of enhanced cooper-
ation, perhaps with opt-in and opt-out possibilities, and with further 
variations within shared standards and frameworks.

Afke Groen  
is a research assistant 
at Mr. Hans van Mierlo 
Foundation.
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G: In Disordered World (2009) you wrote: ‘We have embarked on this 
century without a compass. From its very first months, disturbing events 
took place which created the impression that the world had gone seri-
ously off-course in several areas at once – it had gone off course intellec-
tually, financially, environmentally, geopolitically and ethically’. How do 
you look back on this book? ‘It turns out that this book was part of a tril-
ogy. Though I did not know it at the time, now in hindsight I see that it’s 
meant to be part of a trilogy that started with my book Murderous Identi-
ties, published in 1998. The idea of this book was to try to explain why I 
was so worried by the developments I saw around me. Disordered World 
came as a continuation of this. My focus in that book is that at the fall of 

Amin Maalouf is an acclaimed writer and pos- 
sibly one of the most visionary thinkers of our 
time. Amidst French and Dutch lockdowns, Petra 
Stienen (S) and Hoba Gull (G) meet him digitally.  
Quarantining doesn’t seem to disrupt the life  
of the man who once travelled the Levant and  
beyond as a foreign correspondent for the  
Lebanese paper An-Nahar too much. It has given 
him the possibility to, in his own words, live by 
the rhythm of his books. In his latest, Adrift, he 
traces back how civilizations have drifted apart 
over the course of the 20th century. ‘We need  
to know where we came from and how this led 
towards what we are experiencing today.’ 
Interview by Petra Stienen & Hoba Gull
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‘ If we continue 
this way, we’re 
going towards  
a new Cold War  
– which is loo-
ming –, a new 
arms race, and 
towards an 
acceleration of 
climate change’

‘ I’m a  
federalist,  
so in my view 
there should 
have been  
a European  
federal system 
comparable  
to that of the 
United States’

2020 could be a new turning point? ‘I’m sure 2020 is the beginning of 
something new. It is always difficult when you are living in the event to 
say ‘well, this will be the beginning of something’, because we don’t have 
the perspective. But for once I am sure something is ending, and some-
thing is beginning. I see an élan, as we say in French, that is happening 
in many parts of the world. The aspiration to have more dignity, more 
freedom, more say in the running of their own country and society is 
real. Will it lead to a change of their reality? I hope so. It’s very possible.’ 
Maalouf laughs. ‘I don’t think we’re doomed’.    

G: What can we do to help this change, to spur the transition to a bright-
er, more just future? ‘I think my generation needs to give some of its ex-
perience. The change will come from younger people, but I hope we can 
try do it together. I believe we need to know where we came from and 
how this led towards what we are experiencing today. This was also the 
intention of Adrift. When we know that, we can imagine what path we 
can take toward a different future. And which different future? We need 
to build a strategy that will give the aspiration of so many young people 
around the world the possibility of realization. We talked about the year 
we’re in: I think something has ended this year. We need to state what 
has ended and where we are going from here. You smiled when I said we 
are not doomed, of course we are not doomed. Because it’s not option 
to continue on this path, which we today know will lead to destruction. 
If we continue this way, we’re going towards a new Cold War – which 
is looming –, a new arms race, and towards an acceleration of climate 
change. Climate change is no longer something that will happen at the 
end of the century, or at the middle of the next century. It will not only 
affect my grand children and great grandchildren, but also me and my 
children. We need to change course very quickly.’

S: In your trilogy I can see your warning about tribalism – whether it’s 
religions, ethnic, racial or even gender-based. There is, however, also 
an emancipatory aspect to putting one element of your identity on the 
frontline: I am Hong Kong, I am woman, I am LGBT. And from there: I 
want to be included in this society. How do we balance the danger of 
tribalism on one hand and the emancipatory potential of identity on the 
other? ‘I think diversity can be the best and worst tool for the 21st cen-
tury. If we can organize our society in a way that nobody feels discrimi-
nated against, diversity is a huge asset for our society. If we don’t know 
how to manage it and we let things explode in all directions, it can be 
a very disruptive force. My experience as a Lebanese shows both paths. 
Diversity can become a resource if there is a new vision on what identity 
is. It we conceive our identity as being only limited to one aspect, we 
are in a struggle. Sometimes elements of our identity are antagonistic 
towards each other. It is the responsibility of society and its politicians, 
media and writers to harmonise different elements of identity, and to 
convince people they are part of one society and one history. That they 
have their part in society and are not excluded. So there should be a kind 
of social contract that lets people know what they owe their society and 
what their society owes them. This – and I stress this very much – can’t 

the Berlin Wall there was an opportunity to build a new world order that 
was more just and inclusive, and this opportunity was squandered.’ 

How was this opportunity squandered? ‘After the Cold War, its winner 
could have included other nations in building this system. The first 
country that should have been included was – I think – Gorbachev’s Rus-
sia. But the United States made a different choice. Instead of helping the 
movement towards democracy, development and liberalization in the 
former Soviet Union, the choice was made to break this engagement. The 
consequence is that we have given birth to a feeling of resentment and a 
desire of revenge, which is expressed today in the attitude of President 
Putin. Another element is that the world order should have been built on 
a consensus. The United States were in the position to build such a con-
sensus because its primacy was at the time accepted by everybody. The 
first Gulf War was built upon this consensus. But too quickly, the United 
States thought it didn’t need the world, and could go on alone. The first 
sign was the war in former Yugoslavia, where the US worked with NATO – 
although it actually does not have the legal means to intervene anywhere 
– and bypassed the United Nations. With the second Iraq War even NATO 
was excluded. With this war, the United States destroyed a burgeoning 
world order which would have been to its advantage and would have so-
lidified its position as the foremost world power. This is why I talk about 
a missed opportunity. After that, the world was disordered. There was no 
world order, and in fact, less and less order overall.’ 

S: In Adrift you speak about the interventionist policies of the US which, 
according to many, were a big failure. On the other hand, the European  
Union – by including some of these former Soviet states – has tried 
to build this consensus. Did this approach work? ‘I think the European 
Union could have played a very important role in building a world based 
on consensus, because of the experience of its people. Both in relation 
to each other and in relation to the rest of the world. Europe has learned 
a lot of its history. Unfortunately, Europe did not give itself the means to 
do this.’

In which way hasn’t Europe given itself the means to play this role?  
‘I’m a federalist, so in my view there should have been a European federal 
system comparable to that of the United States. I think we needed a wise, 
experienced group of countries who should have built a model of how to 
live together and leave conflict behind us. Not just for the sake of the Eu-
ropean people but for the sake of people everywhere. European powers 
have not always respected these principles, look at Algeria or Indonesia, 
but they have matured. I would say Europe would have been the ideal na-
tion – although it doesn’t conceive itself as a nation – to be the founding 
father of a new world order.’ 

S: In her book Black Waves, Kim Ghattas views the year 1979 as a cru-
cial year, a turning point. Looking at the glimmers of hope – like Greta 
Thurnberg, the BLM-movement, who managed to mobilize millions 
worldwide, or at the inspiring protests in Hong Kong – do you think 
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S: In his book Don’t think of the Elephant, the writer George Lakoff looks 
at politics through the lens of family dynamics. He juxtaposes the strict 
patriarchal family and the authoritarian party or leader against the 
nurturing family, where the kids are sitting around the table and are part 
of a consensus society. How do you think about this concept, applying it 
to the MENA region? ‘First, I think you are right in linking both elements. 
I think authoritarianism and the paternalistic, patriarchal society are 
practically one and the same thing. What is interesting is to look at the 
relationship between the individual and the collective. In Europe – and 
in the West in general – you can see a trend that may have started with 
the 1968 student revolutions, in which people consider the public good 
is an idea of the past: ‘my personal interest is much more important than 
a public interest’. Then, on the other side, you have the MENA region, 
where people are also not as interested in the public good. There, you 
have a tribal link that puts pressure on the individual, and people are 
focused on their family and tribal links. I think we need something 
which is not a total indifference to the public good and which is also not 
meekly obeying traditional power. We need responsible citizens who feel 
they need to preserve their freedom and at the same time should take 
into consideration the collective. The people around them. This has to be 
advanced by public authorities, leaders and media.’ 

S: When I was in Lebanon in January, my friends were saying: ‘For the 
first time, I feel Lebanese, not Shia or Sunni or that I’m from Hamrah, 
Dahyiah or from Ashrafiye – I really feel Lebanese’. They felt they were 

be left to time or to chance. There needs to be a policy for harmonising 
relations between citizens – regardless of their origin, colour, gender or 
creed – and communities. This should be a priority for any government.’  

S: You perceive the world as being adrift. So we have to ask ourselves: 
where is the safe harbour? Who is the captain? I think of Saint Chris-
topher, the patron of travellers. He is considered to be like a ferryman 
for those without a bridge or a boat. Seen as some someone connecting 
the people on two shores, divided by a river. Are you not a ferryman, 
connecting France, Europe and the Middle East? Not the captain of a 
big ship, but someone who brings people together? ‘This is similar to a 
term in French: passeur. I like this metaphor a lot. I think that this is an 
element which is very important. People who can be the conveyers, from 
one place to another, from one culture to another, from one country to 
another. And I would add that it is our responsibility – of every person 
who has different elements in his or her identity – to do this. We have to 
help these people become a meeting place between different cultures, 
and a transmitter in both directions.’

G: That seems like a great deal of responsibility for people who have 
multiple elements to their identity, such as bicultural people. Is this fair 
to ask of them? ‘I do not think we should let them carry that responsi-
bility alone, that would not be fair at all. I think this is the responsibility 
of the leaders of every country, of every society, and the responsibility of 
all of the responsible people in them to try to give their fellow citizens 
support in this role of ’passeur’. One cannot ask people to reinvent that 
role. We have to invent it and then give it to them as an option. And we 
are not doing that. I think we need more inclusion and we have to define 
how to achieve this. We should do it absolutely more actively. We can not 
leave this to evolution. We need to draw a clear policy and implement 
it. In order to – as you said – not let people carry this alone and be left 
to decide under other influences. We need to give every citizen the tools 
they need to deal with this.’

G: How do view the recent demonstrations in Lebanon? Do you think it 
can develop into systemic change? ‘Well, I hope so. But it is not very easy 
to jump from the idea that people are sick of tribalism to the result that 
they will want to get rid of it. The political structure of the country is 
made in a certain way. And it’s usually relatively easy for the leaders of a 
given community to maintain the cohesion of their community under 
the argument that if we do not stick together, our rights will be lost. So 
will there be a kind of common revolt of the people who would build 
a new political system? I do not see it coming. I think there are desires 
of change, but there is no mechanism yet that could bring the change. 
That is also true of many other countries in the area. We see movements 
against the leaders – against the political system – but it is not an easy 
step to go from a movement towards the establishment of a new political 
reality. This has failed in most of the countries. When people hear slo-
gans, articulate speeches, they will think things are changing. But it is not 
as easy, these entrenched things don’t just change because of good ideas.’ 
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challenging the patriarchal society. Are these not seeds of change?  
‘Well, when I was a 25 year-old in Lebanon, I never felt I was a member of 
one community. Instead, I was a member of a nation made of many com-
munities and many people. I was not alone in that. Many people felt that 
they belonged to a national community, which includes many religious 
communities. But the idea of people saying ‘as a Maronite, I think that’ or 
‘as a Sunni, I think that’ was unthinkable. Nobody – nobody! – would be-
have in that way. So there has been a regression. People should, of course, 
be able to say we are part of the same nation. We have to build a nation in 
which there is no discrimination based on religion or anything else.’ 

‘Additionally, I think there is a struggle against the marginalisation of the 
women in our society. And again, I think it is part of the same struggle. 
These attitudes of authoritarianism and patriarchy are the same. And 
they are part of the same problem.’ 

G: We’ve been imagining our way forward earlier in our conversation, 
but we’ve also noticed that in your works you have also reimagined the 
past. Such as, when you’ve written the Arab perspective on the crusades 
or biographized Ottoman inventors. Why focus on this history? ‘I am, as 
you know, very much interested in the history of this part of the world.  
I think we need to know it very well and we need to know that what we 
see today is not something that has always been there. Unfortunately 
there is a very human attitude that whenever you see people behaving a 
certain way, you are convinced that they always have. Today, the region 
I come from is producing some of the worst events in its history. But of 
course, its history is not made of that. Its history has so much more, in 
all fields. And it’s important to add that one does not have to go very far 
to name visionaries or inspiring ideas from the region. I knew societies 
where people were not as fanatic as we might imagine today. And fanati-
cism is something I wouldn’t say is new, because fanaticism exists in any 
society and in all times. But it was something marginal in our society. 
It was different. And I think we have to say it. We have to remind people 
that what they see today was not always the case.’ 

‘And this is true everywhere. Look at somebody who knew Germany in 
the 1930s. They could not imagine what Germany was fifty years before – 
one of the most open most liberal societies – and what it would become 
fifty years later. People and countries go through moments of history 
and this doesn’t define them for eternity. So I hope the area where I come 
from will not be defined in history by what has been happening in the 
last few decades. I think we need to believe that the future is not deter-
mined by the worse things that we are seeing today. Our histories entails 
many elements of beauty in literature, movies, theatre, poetry that can 
bring us forward.’ 1

Petra Stienen  
is an author, Arabist 
and member of the 
Dutch Senate for D66.

Hoba Gull  
is International Project 
Officer at D66.

Amin Maalouf  
is a Lebanese-born 
French author and  
former journalist. 
Adrift: How Our World 
Lost Its Way was pub-
lished in September 
2020 by World Editions

In December 2020, it is ten years since Tunisian 
street vendor Mohamed Bouazizi set himself on 
fire, which sparked a series of revolutions across 
the MENA region. Looking back at the develop-
ments in the last decade, it might be tempting to 
take stock of the current situation and to conclude 
that the ‘Arab Spring’ has failed. But it would be 
unfair and unwise to do so. 
By Mark Snijder
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because in complex systems, like Middle Eastern poli-
tics and societies, we cannot ‘blame’ the outcomes at a certain point in 
time on one element or one actor only. Complex systems involve large 
numbers of interacting elements and are highly dynamic: the whole is 
greater than the sum of its parts. Developments in such systems emerge 
from constantly changing circumstances. After decades of autocratic 
regimes, and confronted with harsh (international) geopolitical reali-
ties, we cannot blame the protesters at Tahrir Square, in the Syrian town 
of Dera’a or the Libyan city of Benghazi for not having fulfilled their 
dreams. As the Libyan author Hisham Matar strikingly phrases in his 
novel The Return (2016): ‘The calamity that followed the fall of Qaddafi 
is more true to the nature of his dictatorship than to the ideals of the 
revolution’.

It is unwise to declare the Arab Spring as having failed because it pre-
vents us from learning. What circumstances contributed to the emer-
gence of the Arab Spring? What happened during the events, and what 
happened after? And what does this mean for the (political) choices we 
have to make today, also from a liberal point of view?

Butterfly effect
Learning starts with recognising that the Arab Spring is not a one-off his-
torical event which suddenly appeared and after some time just ended. 
The Arab Spring is often referred to as a ‘black swan’: a highly unpredict-
able and improbable event which has potentially severe consequences. 1  
I can understand why. Like many people, I was pretty surprised by the 
timing, rapidity and spillover effects of the events taking place in the 
MENA region from December 2010 onwards. 

But from complexity theory, we know that the development of a complex 
social system can have unforeseen U-turns and highly disruptive devia-
tions. Complex systems often have non-linear behaviour, which means 
that small initial changes can have unexpected and disproportionate 
large consequences. This phenomenon is known as the ‘butterfly effect’: 
the flap of a butterfly’s wing in Brazil could set off a tornado in Texas. 
This doesn’t mean the butterfly actually caused the tornado. But it does 
mean that if this particular butterfly hadn’t flapped his wings at that 
specific moment, the tornado might never have formed. 2 

 
The self-immolation by Mohamed Bouazizi had such a butterfly effect. 
Bouazizi didn’t cause the Arab Spring himself. But if he hadn’t set him-
self on fire on that specific place and that particular moment, the Arab 
Spring might never have happened the way it did.

From this, we might think that the Arab Spring is a random event, which 
happened out of the blue without any warning signs. But there is some 
logic in the butterfly effect. At least in hindsight, we can trace the links 
between the (sometimes minor) changes and developments which 
ultimately resulted in a high impact event such as the Arab Spring. 
Historical events do not take place randomly. Therefore, I believe the 
Arab Spring can be seen as a somehow logical consequence of long term 
developments and trends which were there already many years before 
2010, even going back to the era of European colonialism. And the 
impact of the events in 2010/2011 can still be seen until this day, which 
means they shape current reality as much as they did ten years ago. The 
Arab Spring is still with us.

Not random, but highly probable
Looking back at the Arab Spring events in 2010/2011, we can easily identi-
fy multiple trends and circumstances leading up to the massive demon-
strations. Much has already been written about this in recent years, 
referring to important elements such as the high and persistent (youth) 
unemployment, widespread corruption, the lack of political freedom, 
failing social services, the rising cost of living, the demographic situation 
(‘youth bulge’), and the role of social media. Some researchers point out 
we could have foreseen the revolutions, or claim they actually did, by 
carefully analysing relevant data such as rising food prices. 3 A large-scale 
youth survey conducted prior to the events in 2010/2011 argues it already 
revealed an image of a ‘generation on the cusp of change’. 4 
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Second, since there was a multitude of circumstances together contrib-
uting to the emergence of the Arab Spring, we need a holistic approach 
in our policies regarding the MENA region. All elements in a complex 
system are constantly interacting and mutually influencing each other. 
Because of this, it is impossible to have significant impact by address-
ing one element only. Therefore, we need to make sure that our various 
efforts (foreign policy, development cooperation, migration policies, hu-
manitarian aid, international trade, intergovernmental cooperation) do 
not contravene each other and, preferaby, mutually reinforce each other.

Finally, since we are talking about long term trends and developments, 
we need to make political choices based on a long term perspective, 
rather than on short term interests. This means that the pursuit of (short 
term) stability can never be the main driver for our foreign policies re-
garding the MENA region. Foreign policies based on a long term perspec-
tive should first and foremost take into account the position and needs 
of the young generations in the Middle East, who eventually will shape 
the region’s future.

Long-term policies
Long term prospects can be fuelled by political ideas and ideologies. 
From a liberal political point of view, there is good reason to support 
the motives behind the Arab uprisings. As was discussed earlier in Idee, 
the Arab Spring can be seen as a liberal political revolution, pursuing 
freedom and dignity for all. 9 In the last decade, we have seen the emer-
gence of liberal political movements in the region, such as Afek Tounes 
in Tunisia. Already in 2012, then MEP Marietje Schaake stressed the need 
for European liberals to support these ‘liberal values in general […] and 
liberal movements and parties in particular’. 10 This ambition indeed can 
be a good starting point for long-term policies.

In July 2020, the Dutch government issued a licence for the export of 
military equipment to Egypt (worth 114 million euros). The Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs claims there is no reason to assume that this military 
equipment might be used either in the civil wars in Libya and Yemen, 
or in the violent crackdowns of domestic protests. 11 This could be true. 
But the question is whether this particular political decision is appro-
priate given the underlying developments in Egyptian society; whether 
it is consistent with other policy choices we make regarding Egypt; and 
whether it contributes to our long term perspective for Egypt and the 
Middle East. Imagining a new future for the MENA region is more than 
merely daydreaming. It also means being accountable for the choices we 
make today. 1

The main question is not whether we could (or should) have predicted 
the dramatic events which took place across the region. Because of its 
complexity, we can never fully predict a historical event in all its details. 
Nobody could have foreseen that the desperate act of Mohamed Bouazizi 
set the stage for the Arab Spring. Nine months before, another Tunisian 
street vendor set himself on fire to protest the government. But have you 
heard of him?

But at the same time, the Arab Spring did not take place randomly. It 
was sparked by a highly spontaneous event, acting as a catalyst. But it 
was also the result of persistent long term developments and structural 
circumstances. Although most of us were highly surprised by the timing 
and the details of the unexpected catalyst, we couldn’t be surprised 
by the underlying conditions, since ‘these were well known and writ-
ten about for years’. 5 Instead of a black swan, the Arab Spring could be 
considered a ‘gray rhino’: a high-impact event (or threat) which is highly 
probable, if we do not ignore its warning signs. 6 

Why is it important to acknowledge that there is some logic in the 
butterfly effect, and that the Arab Spring did not take place randomly? 
Because it demonstrates that our acts, and the choices we make, indeed 
play an important role in the emergence of future events. Moreover, it 
makes us think about what we can learn from our experiences in the 
past. Although history doesn’t repeat itself, it often rhymes.

Three lessons
A careful analysis of trends and patterns will help us to imagine poten-
tial scenarios which are likely to emerge. And it will help us to make our 
(political) decisions accordingly. When looking at the MENA region, I 
believe there are three lessons we should take into consideration.

First, there is a need to look beyond short term incidents and accidents. 
We need to unravel the fundamental patterns and developments which 
lie underneath. They might be somewhat hidden, but they are of utmost 
importance for truly making sense of what is happening in the MENA 
region, and how we could relate to this. A quick look at this region might 
tell us there is only brutal violence, corrupt regimes and disillusioned 
young people. But a more careful look would reveal the persistent calls 
for a renewed social contract, increasing pressure on the ‘old elites’ and 
promising experiments with (local) democratic decision-making. As 
Dutch scholar Laila al-Zwaini recently stated when referring to the devel-
opments in Iraq: ‘Where many see instability, I see a persevering move-
ment towards a civil state’. 7 We should acknowledge these trends and 
judge them by their true merits, even if short-term developments might 
hint in another direction. The Arab Spring is an event of first-order polit-
ical importance, as clearly put forward by Harvard Law School professor 
Noah Feldman. Its significance ‘must not be overlooked or played down 
simply because the exercise of political agency in Egypt and Syria later 
went seriously awry’. 8
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Ten years ago, all over North Africa and the Middle  
East protesters turned against their heads of state. 
But a smooth transition to a democratic regime 
didn’t occur. In order to achieve this, institutions  
which protect and uphold the rule of law and which 
translate universal human rights into national 
reforms must be established. Only then will we 
be able to start discussing the form of governance 
which will best ensure and respect the dignity of  
its citizens. 
By Araz Abbas

The great philosopher Spinoza once said: ‘The objective of the 
state is freedom’. Freedom is a collective mission and all citizens are re-
sponsible for managing their own free society. In quite a few countries in 
North Africa and the Middle East, however, this still is not the case today. 
Ten years ago, the world witnessed the consequences of the uprising in 
the Arab world unfold. The Tunisian street vendor Mohammed Bouazizi 
would never know that the self-immolation which he committed in pro-
test against his public humiliation, would spark the Jasmin Revolution 
of Tunisia. This act of despair triggered turmoil throughout the country 
and from there onwards all across the region: Egypt, Libya, Yemen, Bah-
rain, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Morocco. 

All over North Africa and the Middle East protesters turned against their 
heads of state. They demanded freedom of speech and an end to corrup-
tion. But a smooth transition to a democratic regime didn’t occur. Up to 
this day a number of them still deal with the disastrous consequences 
of the civil wars that ensued from the revolts. In Syria, Yemen and Libya 
violence and destruction on a regular basis has never ceased. Europe is 
still in the process of dealing with the consequences after having taken 
in hundreds of thousands of refugees who were, and continue to be, 
desperate enough to risk their lives by embarking on, barely seaworthy, 
vessels running from violence in search for freedom and peace. 

Absence of the rule of law and the destruction of civil society
Even now tension continues to reign in the region. The power vacuum  
that arose from the uprisings was, after all, a result of long years of 
repression and authoritarian rule. Terrorist organisations such as Al 
Qaida and ISIS benefitted from the situation and both foreign as well as 
regional powers engaged in proxy wars to protect their interests, while 
keeping the conflict outside of their own territories. Russia and Turkey 
in Syria and Libya, and the USA and Iran in Yemen, Lebanon and Iraq. 
This cynical international dynamic continues to constitute a very real 
and long-term threat to stability in the Middle East today. Having said 
this, it is the situation on the ground that is the most worrying. The rule 
of law which should be the very foundation of civil society has never 
become the basis of these societies. The ruling classes own the natural 
resources and the production plants.

As a consequence apathy and mistrust dominate. Civil society has van-
ished. Civil and religious groups are consistently excluded from public 
affairs. The most fundamental consequence of the absence of the rule of 
law is not the disappearance of civil society but the persisting inequality 
between citizens. ‘Regular’ citizens are excluded from participating in 
politics, let alone voicing their opinion in open and fair debate. Open 
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debates, if they do take place, are orchestrated to reconfirm the legiti-
macy of the current regime. Take, for instance, the referendum that was 
held in Egypt by Hosni Mubarak in 1999 and in Iraq in 2002. Ninety-three 
percent of the voters appeared to have voted in favour of Hosni Mubarak, 
and a hundred percent voted in favour of Saddam Hussain. These are  
just two of many examples. In Saddam Hussain’s Iraq it was forbidden 
to be a member of any other party than the Ba’ath party whereas asso-
ciations and organisations for women and students, which pursued an 
agenda different from the Ba’ath party’s were outlawed. Offenders were 
punished by executions or received long prison sentences. Civil society, 
in other words, was heavily suppressed.

A way forward: the state commits to fundamental rights
Power of government should be limited and defined by the laws of the 
state. The tribal structures that dominate the distribution of power with-
in the regimes and the security apparatus of many countries in North 
Africa and the Middle East constitute a serious obstacle for the imple-
mentation of the rule of law and with it any limitation of power. This 
form of government, of families, clans or tribes, seems to prioritize pro-
tecting its own power rather than the fundamental rights of the people. 
It is imperative that the rulers come to understand that constitutional 
rights are fundamental and cannot be dependent on the personalities of 
any particular regime. Fundamental human rights, which are laid down 
in the Human Rights Treaties and are internationally recognized, such as 
the right to equal protection through the law. It is important to mention 
this, as during the many revolts, the citizens in these countries often 
were heard saying: ‘We would like to feel like citizens again. We want 
protection, freedom, equality, dignity, political participation and protec-
tion of our rights. Not as a favour, but because these are our rights’.

What does the future have in store for this region? I am uncertain about 
it, however, I do know that although the Arab Spring appears to have 
come to a standstill, it is not to say that the breeding ground that caused 
it to blossom in the first place has disappeared. Any future stability is 
dependent on the economic, social and cultural foundation on which 
any reforms might take place. Institutions, which protect and uphold the 
rule of law must be established. Institutions, which translate universal 
human rights into national reforms serving the citizens of the country. 
Once these institutions are in place, only then will we be able to start 
discussing the form of citizenship which will best ensure equality for 
each citizen, the integrity which is imperative within leadership and the 
form of governance which will best ensure and respect the dignity of its 
citizens. 1
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When we think of countries and regions that are condemned to live 
through continuous political conflict, we easily find ourselves feeling 
limited by the words that determine the constructed realities; these 
realities are rarely images drawn up by the mind from actual experience. 
The language to trust for this exercise should be a language that may 
question that constructed reality, a language that does not compromise 
the truth or deny us depth and complexity. Literature reflects on place 
and time through witnessing eyes – through the sensibilities that grow 
with complex truths – and it relies on words to convey meaning to oth-
ers. Literature also specifies the burdens that weigh us down when we 
no longer recognize ourselves within the reality others have constructed 
to portray us, when the product of these constructed descriptions is an 
affected truth. 

In new works written in Kurdish, we will notice the resistance against 
being trapped within ever shrinking territories. Although pain may 
transfer itself to paper easily, the lines on the paper work to break up 
expectation. Authors do not always voice their mourning by using a 
mournful tone; they sometimes express it by using a dark sense of 
humor to create a better effect and understanding. We look up to poets 
because they never claim to be fighters or saviors, merely human beings.  
We cherish our poets because they refuse to promise security, but 
choose to bear witness of the present instead, every aspect of it. 

Literature reflects on place and time through  
witnessing eyes – through the sensibilities that 
grow with complex truths – and it relies on words 
to convey meaning to others. Translation is  
the medium to show the renewed images to the 
outside world. And so, we rely on translation to 
stimulate imagination and support one language 
to wear the thought of another. 
By Shene Mohammed
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Hiwa Kader
On October 9, 2019, during the Turkish offensive into Rojava, Hiwa 
Kader, a prolific writer of Sorani Kurdish from Sulaimani, posted a poem 
on Facebook and joined the wave of solidarity with the Kurds in Rojava. 
He wrote to denounce the life of the Kurds of Rojava, a territory that had 
been reduced to mere leftovers by the war. 

Kader’s books narrate the lives of children who have become the fuel 
of endless revolutions and he criticizes the violence of political strug-
gles. Being a warchild himself, Hiwa Kader writes about the childhood 
which has been stolen from countless generations of Kurds, deprived of 
exploring the world they know to be essential to their future. Kader also 
encourages a literature that is able to portray characters who live with 
fear and failure. He writes about the tendency to fall back on memory 
when political struggles continue, but also the constant struggle to purge 
memories of death and destruction. He speaks of the language born from 
the people’s collective memories to form a culture and an identity; he 
speaks of his never-ending struggle with a literary culture that carries 
a deep grief within, but he also tells the true stories behind a string of 
tragedies from our collective memories. 

Translation is the medium to show the renewed images to the outside 
world. When reading the translated works of different variants of Kurd-
ish, we get to reread what it means when we describe ourselves mostly 
in terms revolving around death, loneliness and fear – a reading which 
exhausts the simplicity in categorizing struggles and defining identity. 
This translation of sentiment allows the acceptance of the unaffect-
ed truth and, at the same time, the transformation of the ‘previously 
known’. And so, we rely on translation to stimulate imagination and 
support one language to wear the thought of another. 1

There is a bitter taste in my mouth 
the taste of being a Kurd,
the taste of, once again, hearing the news 
of my murder, 
the return to fiddling radio knobs and
hearing the news of my death in the static noise of skywaves, and
gaze at my hanging body
when it swings with the breeze.
I am fish caught 
and my death flounders no one,
I coldly gaze, coldly at sky’s blueness, 
owing to my loneliness, I feel the river above my head.
The bitter taste, the flame, the sweet poison 
of being a Kurd
runs in my veins and I remain not dead.
Loneliness borrows meaning from my being to profess grief,
murder borrows the weight of its fear from my existence to profess fear.
Once more
death and Kurds, Kurds and death
the continued formula of my existence.
Once more
I am the abandoned newborn foal,
once again, I am the dripped blood from wolves’ canine teeth,
once again and again
Kurds and war, war and Kurds,
the tight circle of my fate.
There is a bitter taste in my mouth. 
With such loneliness, I grow greater and greater 
for a time when even God envies my loneliness.

By Hiwa Kader 

Translation Shene Mohammed 
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When Syrians took to the streets ten years ago, they chanted for  
dignity, bread and social justice. These goals have proven elusive, as  
protests for freedom turned into a civil war that continues to this day. 
So far, more than half a million people have died, and the country lies 
in ruins, entire neighbourhoods reduced to rubble while pro-regime 
soldiers loot any possessions that remain. More than half of the popula-
tion has been displaced internally or forced to flee across the border. The 
Assad regime, backed by its illiberal allies Iran and Russia, has emerged 
triumphant. 

Fifty years after his father became president by way of a coup, President 
Bashar al-Assad continues to rule Syria. The price of that victory has  
been high for the Syrian people. But it begs the question: do authoritarian  
regimes make better allies? In Syria, the answer has proven to be a re-
sounding yes.

Where is the West?
The Assad regime dug in from the start, immediately condemning all pro-
testors as foreign funded terrorists. As the Syrian regime cracked down 
with more and more force, the opposition, too, took up arms. In 2012, the 
United Nations declared the outbreak of a civil war. Russia and Iran quick-
ly came to the regime’s aid on the financial, military and diplomatic front. 

When the French and US ambassadors to Syria visited demonstrations in 
Hama in 2011, this was interpreted as a ringing endorsement for the pro-
testors demands. The precedent of international intervention by NATO in 

Actors in future conflicts who look at Syria might 
come to the conclusion that it’s risky to count on 
the liberal international order. Even after chemi-
cal attacks on civilians, the West gave no military 
response. It was illiberal regimes, such as Russia 
and Iran, who turned out to be willing to make the 
difference in the fight for the future of Syria. 
By Fernande van Tets

Libya, in 2011, led many Syrians to believe that they too would be able to 
count on military support from the West, should it be necessary.

In those first years of the uprising, I covered the unfolding war from 
neighbouring Beirut. I would contact activists in Syria over often disap-
pearing Skype connections, as they recounted the horrors of starvation 
and barrel bombs dropped by the Assad regime. Over time, as many of 
their friends died, you could feel the hope sapping away. ‘Where is the 
West?’ activists would ask me.

Intervention by liberal Western governments remained limited, con-
fined mostly to humanitarian aid and financial assistance to the ever- 
changing number of opposition groups. The West’s goal was always a 
political, rather than a military solution to the conflict. Liberal countries 
chose to support armed opposition groups with the aim of achieving a 
stalemate on the battlefield, which would provide a level playing field 
at the negotiating table in the search for a political solution. Illiberal 
regimes realised that establishing military facts on the ground ensured 
that their ally would dominate negotiations. 

Turning point
Hope for political change slowly turned to despair after the chemical at-
tack of 2013. The use of chemical weapons had been declared a ‘red line’ 
by US president Obama a year earlier. Yet after civilians in Ghouta where 
left gasping for air after an attack using sarin gas, there was no military 
response. This marked a turning point in the war. 
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would enforce a siege, restricting access to food and medicine. Then, 
aided by Russian jets, a fierce bombing campaign would be carried out to 
prepare the way for a ground assault. Finally, an offer of ‘reconciliation’ 
would be extended, in practice meaning complete surrender. Those un-
willing to return to government territory would be ‘evacuated’ to the last 
rebel held territory in the North of the country. 

On the international stage, too, Russia and Iran have proven effective 
allies. Russia, often supported by China, has blocked more than a dozen 
UN security council resolutions that would have condemned Assad 
regime behaviour and violations of human rights. And in parallel to the 
UN sponsored Geneva talks, Russia came up with its own set of talks 
aimed at peace, on their terms. These Sotchi/Astana talks provided the 
veneer of searching for a political solution while allowing Syrian army 
forces some breathing space on the battlefield. The temporary ceasefires 
that were agreed to in Astana in 2017, creating so-called de-escalation 
zones, allowed Syrian troops to regain the areas one by one, rather than 
being stretched by fighting on fronts that extend hundreds of kilometres 
across Syria. Three out of the four de-escalations zones have now been 
retaken by government forces. 

Russia then co-opted the UN Geneva process by pressuring the Govern-
ment of Syria to join its ‘constitutional committee’ and then inviting 
the UN in – thereby legitimizing the Sochi-Astana track of peace talks. 
Constitutional review is key to the UN’s peace plan for the country, as set 
out in Security Council resolution 2254, adopted at the end of 2015. Five 
years on, the plan is still going nowhere. The UN sponsored talks for a 
new constitution have stalled. 

Lack of moral leadership
Liberal countries failed to turn their verbal support into meaningful 
support where in Syria it proved most necessary, on the battlefield. As 
dynamics there have shifted, so has international support. Countries 
that once called for Assad’s head on a platter have started to re-engage. 
This is the next moral dilemma for the West. Do we re-engage with a 
dictator who was willing to sacrifice his own country just to remain in 
power? If we do, it rewards terrible behaviour. If we do not, we punish 
the Syrian people, many of whom tried but failed to rise up in support of 
values we claim to support. 

The Syrian conflict has revealed the price of a lack of moral leadership by 
the West. Illiberal regimes have shown in Syria that they are willing to do 
whatever it takes to ensure their man remains in power. Actors in future 
conflicts might look at Syria and come to the conclusion that it’s risky 
to count on the liberal international order, who pay lip service to liberal 
ideals but are only willing to put their money where their mouth is once 
their own self-interest is at stake. 1

The limited military support from the West contributed to the radical-
isation of the opposition. Allies of Islamist groups, such as Gulf states, 
were more generous and committed. Therefore, these groups were able 
to pay better salaries and were more successful on the battlefield, in turn 
attracting new recruits. Over time, this pushed out more moderate forces 
such as the Free Syrian Army, the first opposition group formed in large 
part from defecting soldiers. 

Syrians that could leave, did. They fled from the violence, forced con-
scription, and the possibility of disappearing into one of Assad’s infa-
mous jails, where torture is common. Initially many stayed in the region. 
More than five million Syrians found a temporary home in Turkey, 
Jordan and Lebanon, renting rooms, apartments or shoddy tents which 
would often flood with the onset of winter storms. Close to 300,000, 
moved into refugee camps. As time passed, refugees realised they would 
not be returning soon. Those truly looking to live out the liberal values 
of freedom looked farther afield. People started to pay hundreds of dol-
lars to board rickety dinghies so they could be smuggled from Turkey to 
Greece. In the summer of 2015, I travelled with Syrians along the Balkan 
route towards Germany, where most Syrian refugees would end up. I met 
computer engineers, literature students, and even a violinist from the 
Syrian national orchestra. They were all looking for safety, freedom and 
the opportunity to look towards a brighter future. 

Anti-IS coalition
By providing a new home, the West helped over a million Syrians. But 
in Syria itself, the ideals of freedom that kickstarted the revolution were 
slipping further and further away. The regime and its allies were win-
ning. As civilians begged for a safe zone where they would be able to 
find respite from Assad’s airstrikes, the West was absent. Only when the 
Islamic State group (IS) appeared on the scene was air support sudden-
ly available. However, rather than protecting Syrian civilians the main 
aim of this NATO led mission was to target IS. This aligned with Western 
interests: it was 2015 and IS was wreaking havoc in European cities like 
Paris with targeted terrorist attacks. The swift formation of the anti-IS 
coalition revealed the hollowness of Western pledges of support for  
Syrian opposition groups and their goals of political freedom. They 
would never receive sufficient military support to turn the tide on the 
battlefield.

It was illiberal regimes, such as Russia and Iran, who turned out to be 
willing to make the difference in the fight for the future of Syria. As early 
as 2013, Iran sent large numbers of fighters to Syria to help shore up  
Assad’s military, which was bleeding soldiers thanks to combat casualties  
and large-scale desertion. Through its Lebanese proxy Hezbollah, more 
fighters joined on the side of the regime. When Assad’s situation was  
at its most dire, in the summer of 2015, Russia decided to send dozens  
of aircraft to Syria. From September 2015, these would prove crucial,  
allowing the regime to reclaim the vast majority of territory in the coun-
try using a policy of scorched earth. First, the Syrian army and its allies 
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When Tunisians and Egyptians stood up against their dictators 
in late 2010, early 2011, Syrians felt change may also be possible in their 
country. For forty years, Syria had been led by the ruthless dictatorship of 
the Assad family, that detained, tortured and forcibly made tens of thou-
sands of people disappear. Every child was raised with the warning that 
‘the walls had ears’. The older generation had been terrified by the violent 
repression of the islamist-led uprising in the 1980s, which culminated 
in the destruction of the city of Hama in 1982 – under the leadership of 
Rifaat al-Assad, the brother of then president Hafez al-Assad – and the 
massacre of an estimated 25,000 to 40,000 people. An event that no one 
dared to speak about anymore in the decades that followed. 

In 2011, the generation which was born after the 1980s trauma felt that 
their moment for change had come and dismissed the warnings of the 
older generation that the response to any uprising would be violent. Peo-
ple were aware that the struggle would be difficult, they were not naive. 
For years, Syrian intellectuals and activists had worked, underground or 
in the margins of what was allowed as part of ‘culture’, to spread concepts 
such as human rights and citizenship. They spread the ideas of relevant 
philosophers and nonviolent thinkers and built connections across ide-
ological and sectarian lines. They knew they had to be ready for change, 
that change could lead to chaos and that they had to invest in rebuilding 

Ten years after the start of the popular uprising 
for freedom and dignity in Syria, the dominant 
narrative is that the revolution failed, that Assad 
has won and that the situation is ‘back to normal’. 
But looking beyond the narratives of violence and 
destruction and geo-political interests, Syrian so-
ciety has gone through transformations that have 
significantly impacted the lives and perspectives 
of people. 
By Marjolein Wijninckx

citizenship and trust between citizens. On the eve of the revolution in 
March 2011, a Syrian intellectual of the older generation told me: ‘We are 
not ready yet. But there is no way to hold back the youth anymore’.

Massive popular movement
The Syrian revolution started as a peaceful uprising, calling for freedom 
and dignity. It was a massive popular movement that brought people in 
every corner of the country, from small villages to the large cities, to the 
streets. The barrier of fear was broken. People started to think of ways 
to build an alternative society, a free and democratic country for all its 
citizens and to achieve human dignity. Looking at the way dictators were 
toppled in other countries, leaders of the Syrian revolution wanted to 
do better. They aimed for what some referred to as a ‘Deep Revolution’, 
a total transformation of not only the political system but of society as 
a whole. The Syrian writer Yassin al-Hajj Saleh described the popular 
uprising as ‘an experience of self-renewal and social change, an uprising 
to change ourselves and a revolution to change reality’. 1 

To realise that vision, Syrians started to build their own democratic and 
inclusive structures and worked together to take control of their towns 
and neighbourhoods. In 2012-2013, hundreds of local councils were set 
up all over the country in areas that had fallen out of control of the Assad 
regime, and free elections were held for those councils. In those areas, 
they established schools where children received civic instead of ideo-
logical education. They built up civil society organisations and commu-
nity centres through which they spread civic awareness and held their 
local leaders accountable. They set up radio channels and newspapers 
to spread their message. In many parts of the country, from neighbour-
hoods in the large cities to small villages in the countryside, people had 
their first civic and democratic experiences. 

The Assad regime had lost control and saw violence as the only way to 
take it back. By late 2012, its violence against revolutionary communities 
had escalated from arrests, torture and snipers to airstrikes and sieges. 
It literally bombed away the alternative civil structures that had been set 
up since 2011. The revolutionary movement was not prepared for this. 
With the support of Iran and Russia, bombardments and sieges succeed-
ed in killing the uprising, destroying community resilience and forcing 
one community after another to surrender. 

Under the facade of secularism
In pre-2011 Syria, talking about religious or ethnic identity was a taboo, 
even though Syria is one of the more diverse countries in the region. The 
Ba’ath Party ideology of the Assad regime was based on Arab nationalism 
and the only identity that was allowed was the Syrian Arab nationality. 
Teaching the Kurdish language, for example, was forbidden. Under the 
facade of secularism, there was a repressive system of sectarian division. 
People often grew up with very limited interaction with people from 
other religions or ethnic groups. Syrian blogger and activist Marcelle 
Shehwaro describes how she grew up in a Christian bubble in Aleppo, a 
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The system of repression of pre-2011 Syria was not limited to the polit-
ical sphere, but was reflected on all levels, from the state, to education 
to the level of the family. The system was built on traditional patriarchal 
power structures in which gender, age and religious or tribal status de-
termined dominance. The revolutionary movement of 2011 was very di-
verse and while challenging patriarchy was part of the ‘Deep Revolution’ 
for some, it was not seen as a priority, or even opposed, by others. Young 
people and women were able to take on new and leading roles since 2011, 
but were also disillusioned to see the political processes, supported by 
western powers, dominated by traditional power dynamics. The war has 
also created de facto changes. It has disproportionally taken the lives of 
men. Today, many Syrian households are women-led and many women 
are the main providers of income, which changed their role and the way 
they are perceived. The way a transition process in Syria will evolve will 
largely depend on the way these broader power dynamics change. In 
spite of the setbacks, barriers were broken down and a very determined 
new generation women’s and feminist movement has grown up, which 
will continue to work for an inclusive and ‘deep’ transition. 

Remembering the Hama massacre 
Perhaps one of the most important barriers that has been broken, is that, 
since 2011, it is finally possible for Syrians to speak about the violence 
and injustice they have experienced, not only in recent years but also in 
the decades before 2011. In February 2012, on its 30th anniversary, people 
for the first time started to openly remember the Hama massacre of 1982, 
in demonstrations in Hama and other cities and through social media. 
Children of political prisoners started to talk about how they grew up in 
the 1980s and 1990s with an absent parent they could not speak about in 
public. Survivors of detention and torture and families of disappeared 
and detained started to organise themselves in recent years and advocate 
for justice, in courtrooms and international fora. After decades, there 
finally is room to find truth and deal with the past. Without that, Syrians 
and Syrian society will not be able to heal.

Ten years on, Syria is broken, it is a society in pain. At the same time, 
people went through social and personal transformations such as those 
described above. Those who went through these experiences often say 
there is no way to go back to the pre-2011 situation. That feeling of free-
dom, of equality, of dignity, even if it were short-lived, has permanently 
changed the standards and objectives people set. The barrier of fear and 
silence has been broken. Syrians may not have been ready in 2011 for 
what was awaiting them, but these experiences will contribute to being 
more ready in the future. 1

city with millions of Muslims that she never interacted with before 2011, 
growing up within the confines of her family, her Christian school and 
the church. Besides the official regime narrative, she says, ‘Christians 
also had their own narratives, myths and rumours about the way ‘others’ 
lived, just as these ‘others’ had their own about the Christians. In the cir-
cles in which I grew up these narratives frequently gave rise to feelings 
of superiority over, or an irrational fear of, ‘the Other’’. 2 And exactly that 
dynamic was used by the Assad regime in a strategy of divide and rule, 
sowing mistrust between different religious and ethnic communities. 

As soon as the 2011 uprising started, Syrian officials used that tactic 
again and framed the revolution as a Sunni uprising against the Alawi 
ruling family, as an uprising of Islamic radicals, of ‘ terrorists’. Through 
tactics such as assassinations and blaming another religious or ethnic 
group for that, the regime aimed at setting communities up against each 
other, a ‘sectarian trap’ to create intercommunal conflicts. The popular 
movement, however, was aware of these divide and rule tactics and was 
able to defy them for longer than expected by insisting on spreading a 
message of inclusion and calling for a civil state for all Syrians. Unifying 
slogans such as ‘One, one, one, the Syrian people are one’ were used and 
local organisers and community leaders were able to de-escalate many 
of these regime attempts to trigger violence between different communi-
ties. For the first time in their lives, the 2011 revolution brought Syrians 
from all backgrounds together for one common cause, breaking down 
religious, ethnic and social barriers. People’s perceptions of ‘others’ 

changed and friendships and networks were 
built across communities.

Traditional patriarchal power structures
Although the popular movement was able to  
stay out of this ‘sectarian trap’ for longer than  
anticipated, eventually more sectarian and 
radical narratives and violent radical groups 
emerged. Those leaders with unifying messages  
and making efforts to build bridges across 
communities were specifically targeted, from all 
sides. Both the Assad regime as well as radical 
Islamic armed groups considered these people to 
be a threat. For example, a Christian activist was 
arrested by regime security forces in 2011 for dis-
tributing Easter eggs painted with the revolution 
flag. A Sunni activist was arrested by the radical 
Islamic Hay’at Tahrir as-Sham in 2018 for holding 
banners showing solidarity with the Kurds and 
with the Druze minority community that had 
been attacked by ISIS that year. Today, many such 
leading connecting figures have been killed, 
detained or forced to flee the country. The bar-
riers that were broken down in 2011 have been 
replaced by new divisions after years of war.

Marjolein Wijninckx  
is Arabist and works 
for peacebuilding 
organisation PAX. 
She has lived and 
worked in Egypt, Syria, 
Palestine and Jordan 
and has been running 
PAX’s Syria programme 
since 2003.
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2 | Marcelle Shehwaro 
(2018). ‘In the Box’.  
Read here: https://lb.boell 
.org/en/2018/11/06/box. 
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Riwa Ghawi 
Lebanon
Working on many topics, ranging from the 
rights of young people to climate justice, Riwa 
Ghawi is a Lebanese activist in heart and soul. 
Before the 2010 protests, her activism consist-
ed of volunteering with NGOs. Once Lebanon’s 
neighboring countries started to rebel in 2011, 
she had the feeling that something needed 
to happen in Lebanon as well. Lebanon is a 
confessional state and its system ran on hatred 
and fear, dividing people by sect. ‘These were 
the most fertile grounds for change, and that’s 
where we began’, says Ghawi. People needed 
to start seeing ‘sectarianism as the root of the 
corrupt governing the country’. That’s when 
she began training the Lebanese youth in 
leadership and campaigning skills. Ghawi fo-
cused on gender equality, secularism, LGBTIQ+ 
rights and climate awareness. She believed 
that ‘change began by breaking the taboos of 
secularism, gender and sexuality’ and that the 
youth could bring about this change. That’s 
why she build her training sessions around 
these ideals. Soon after, Ghawi became a true 
climate activist. She kept conducting her 
trainings through local NGOs whilst at the 
same time representing Lebanon in gatherings 
on environmental justice abroad. Through 
all of this, Ghawi played an important part in 
creating a rebelling community, ultimately 
leading to the October 17th revolution in 2019. 
Women marched for equal rights, the LGBTIQ+ 
community demanded decriminalization and 
Lebanese from all levels of society demanded 
accountability. Ghawi: ‘There is no going back 
after October 17th, the fear barrier was broken, 
taboos were broken and the change has come 
from the youth.’ 

Khalid Abdel-Hadi 
Jordan
As a 17-year-old Arab Muslim gay man, Khalid 
Abdel-Hadi launched the first Arab LGBTIQ+ 
online magazine in Jordan in 2008. Desper-
ately seeking for ways to express himself, 
Adbel-Hadi and his friends had to create their 
own outlet. The first online publication of 
My.Kali triggered both the Jordanian as the 
international media. Due to the international 
attention, the magazine quickly went from a 
couple hundred readers to over 4,000 a day. 
Even though same-gender sexual activity is not 
criminalized in Jordan, it is still very taboo. Af-
ter being shut down by the Jordanian govern-
ment in 2016, My.Kali is now back on track. By 
providing stories about sexuality, diversity and 
gender, My.Kali offers a place of recognition 
and solace among LGBTIQ+ Arabs. Abdel-Ha-
di wanted to change the conversation about 
the LGBTIQ-community as well as find his 
voice and My.Kali was his platform to do this. 
My.Kali is now an important LGBTIQ+ media 
outlet, giving a voice to queer and trans people 
in a region where they’re mostly rejected. In 
this way, Abdel-Hadi’s My.Kali takes part in the 
larger fight for inclusivity and diversity.

‘There is no 
going back after 

October 17th,  
the fear barrier  

was broken, 
taboos were 

broken and the 
change has come 
from the youth’ 

Social change is brought about by revolutions; 
revolutions come about by individuals. A LGBTIQA- 
inclusive magazine in Jordan, an art festival  
organized by and for feminists in Tunis, training 
sessions for youngsters and the establishment of 
Extinction Rebellion in Lebanon; these initiatives 
were all undertaken by individual disruptors who 
were striving for their progressive ideals.  
By Anne Pol

Individual  
disruptors

The Middle-East and North-Africa are full of talented  
and driven people, trying to change the social  
structures of their societies. Sometimes directly 
linked to the Arab protests of 2011 but not always, 
these individuals are, all in their own way, making  
a contribution to their countries. Even though not 
all of them express a political preference, they do 
seem to express liberal values. These four portraits 
show what individuals, putting their mind to  
something, are capable of.

Four portraits  
of disruption 
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Bochra Triki 
Tunisia
The Jasmin Revolution is regarded as one of 
the only successes of the protest movements 
in the Arab world from 2011. Nevertheless, 
Tunisia is still facing some of the same 
problems as it used to, according to Bochra 
Triki. Triki is the president of the feminist and 
LGBTIQ+ organization Chouf and co-founder 
of the International Feminist Art Festival of 
Tunis, called Choufthounna. Chouf is the only 
intersectional feminist and LGBTIQ+ rights 
organization in Tunisia. Choufthounna is one 
of its projects, launched in 2015 to increase 
awareness and visibility of feminist struggles. 
For Triki, a feminist activist, the festival breaks 
down stereotypes concerning queerness and 
feminism. It also functions as a meeting place 
for feminists from different contexts. One of 
the pressing needs Chouf identifies, is acces-
sibility of the public space. According to Triki, 
women face abuse in public spaces, which are 
mostly dominated by men. Through artistic ex-
pression, like the festival, Chouf tries to tackle 
such issues by allowing women and LGBTIQ+ 
people to occupy the public space. In this way, 
Triki continues what the Tunesian people and 
their Jasmin Revolution started. 1

Joelle Zgheib 
Lebanon
The 18-year-old Joelle Zgheib wants to change 
Lebanon, which is why she co-founded the 
Lebanese branch of Extinction Rebellion 
(ER) in 2019. Through her climate activism, 
Zgheib is trying to put the climate crisis on the 
Lebanese agenda. Even though many of the 
countries’ beaches are too polluted to swim in 
safely and the trash is piling up in the streets, 
environmental issues aren’t really a topic in 
Lebanon. Zgheib’s climate activism began back 
in school when she collected plastic bottles in 
order to recycle them. It was only last year that 
ER Lebanon launched its first event: they hand-
ed out leaflets about climate change to people 
stuck in their cars during rush hour. Most of 
us probably know ER from its extreme tactics, 
like when in 2018 ER activists glued themselves 
to the gates of Downing Street in London. ER 
Lebanon seems to have a more moderate char-
acter. Zgheib doesn’t want ER Lebanon to be 
disruptive; she wants them to be smart. Since 
Lebanon counts a lot of problems, seeming 
more immediate than environmental justice, 
ER Lebanon wants to integrate their climate ac-
tivism with these issues. This way, Zgheib and 
her fellow activists try to show to the Lebanese 
people that the climate crises is a fundamental 
problem. With this new approach, customized 
to the Lebanese situation, Joelle Zgheib can 
play an important role in putting environmen-
tal justice on the Lebanese agenda.

How does one successfully assist the process of  
a political transition by using experience and  
expertise from abroad? For the past twenty years 
Jan Nico van Overbeeke and Leo Spaans have  
dealt with this very problem. Commissioned by  
International IDEA1, National Democratic Institute 
(NDI) and the Netherlands Institute for Multiparty 
Democracy (NIMD), to name a few, they chaired 
and oversaw projects to support parliaments and 
political institutions in countries with emerging 
democracies.  
Interview by Mendeltje van Keulen

1 | International Institute 
for Democracy and Electoral 
Assistance

Expertise, imagination 
and the importance of 
keeping an open mind

Interview  
Jan Nico van 
Overbeeke  

& Leo Spaans

Jan Nico van Overbeeke’s first assignment was in Mozambique in 
1995 where he was asked to carry out a needs assessment for the national 
parliament. The civil war had ended three years earlier. ‘For the very first 
time in the history of Mozambique, a multi-party parliament needed to 
be formed. This required a completely new set-up. Previously, the entire 
staff had served the one and only political party, but from then on the ap-
paratus would need to serve both the opposition as well as the governing 
parties.’ He was able to draw from a longstanding working experience in 
the Dutch Parliament in his capacity as a clerk to many parliamentary 
committees. That knowledge and experience laid the groundwork for his 
advisory work in the following years. Several years after that first assign-
ment he started up a project on behalf of the Netherlands Institute for 
Multiparty Democracy (NIMD) to assist political parties in Mozambique 
in participating in a multi-party system. 

With such an assignment: how would you be able to tell whether the  
project was successful? 
Van Overbeeke: ‘It always is a lengthy process with its ups and downs, 
and it is quite an achievement when one gets to a point where there is 
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sufficient room for opposition parties to be taken seriously. Especially 
in a transition phase it is important that political parties with relevant 
experience support their sister parties. In a post-conflict situation, it is 
crucial that all parties involved are respected, irrespective of their past. 
This paves the way to mutual trust. Trust is an essential element in such 
a process, and it constitutes the very foundation for its success.’ 

In countries such as Niger, where Van Overbeeke was assigned to several 
years later, members of parliament are considered important people 
with a high status in the society. ‘Becoming a politician is, however, a 
craft. A newly elected politician will need to develop a certain mind-
set and get serious about his or her task, which, among other tasks, is 
controlling the government. It does help when politicians from abroad 
are willing to come and share their stories and experiences, both the 
successful and the unsuccessful ones.’

Unfailingly engaging citizens
Leo Spaans left his job to be able to join his partner Jan Nico van Over-
beeke in Mozambique. He had initially worked as a consultant for 
government agencies and was later commissioned by the National 
Democratic Institute (NDI). Over the past years, he represented NDI, 
among other agencies, at several other postings such as Malawi, Haiti 
and Tunisia. To him, the essence of these projects that support and assist 
democratic transitions is not the introduction of the system itself, but 
rather helping to convey the idea of democracy as a means to improve 
people’s lives and help to establish sectorial policies, thereby unfailingly 
engaging citizens during the process. MP’s will need to have access to 
sector-specific knowledge otherwise policies remain like an empty shell. 

‘ It is important  
to be able to 
answer the fol-
lowing question: 
what would the 
people of the 
country benefit 
from most?’

‘ Starting up 
discussions on 
the topic with 
the local people 
is perhaps not 
all that different 
from how we 
would deal with 
it here in The 
Netherlands’

Spaans: ‘As Tony Blair said: ‘Aid will no longer be needed when people 
will learn to gain control of their own natural resources.’ To this end, it is 
vital that parliamentarians develop specific knowledge in certain fields, 
in this case that would be the domain of extracting industries. And to 
acquire that knowledge, getting expert advice from abroad might prove 
to be very useful. More often than not, training of new parliamentarians 
is focused on the generic democratic process and its procedures or on 
the party elite or the parliamentary elites. It is as important, however, to 
be able to answer the following question: what would the people of the 
country benefit from most? What could a politician or a political party 
do to show them that democracy may well lead to a better life, and that 
includes a better material life? Take the income earned by the extraction 
of oil or gold in Niger. That wealth lies deep underground, but the people 
remain poor. It would be useful to offer tailor-made aid and support to 
parliaments to help them find a way to gain control over the income 
generated by these resources, which at this time usually is controlled by 
the executive and the private sector.’ 

A discussion on dilemmas
Van Overbeeke: ‘In many developing countries a politician is viewed as a 
person with very deep pockets. Politicians often find themselves sucked 
into a plethora of requests for help on a local level. In Niger, female 
members of parliament told us that whenever they return to their home-
town or village, they would find their front-yard packed with people 
waiting for them to solve their problems. Funeral costs, school admis-
sions. That is the idea your voters have of you: in exchange for the vote I 
give you, you have to solve my personal problem. Their first reaction to 
this phenomenon would be to have no other option than to remain in 
the capital. However, those very same people were the ones that voted 
for them. We would then be able to help them to start dealing with this 
situation by reviewing the collective problems in their constituencies to-
gether: the need for a school, sewage, or a hospital. In the same way you 
would tackle the problem in Gelderland or in Utrecht. Starting up discus-
sions on the topic with the local people is perhaps not all that different 
from how we would deal with it here in The Netherlands.’ 

Spaans: ‘I like the emphasis Idee gives to ‘imagination’ in this respect. 
Good choice. The Arab Revolution was a choice, in a way. Ten years ago, 
everyone had a preconditioned idea of democracy: maximum freedom 
on all fronts… but not many people had thought about the responsibili-
ties democracy brings along with it, including for the citizens. Everyone 
was dead sure that his or her personal life would improve greatly from 
having democracy. Unfortunately, a mere adoption of the democratic 
system alone is not enough. People want jobs, a reasonable salary to 
enable their children to attend school and to do their weekly shopping. 
Without that result those who have voted in favour of democracy will be 
disappointed. To quote NDI-chairperson Madeleine Allbright: ‘You can’t 
eat democracy’. The result of a term of government rule must be some-
thing tangible. Regardless of whether you would be a voter from The 
Netherlands or from Mozambique.’ 
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What have you learned from all these years in the field?
Van Overbeeke: ‘My first approach to the parliamentarians would always 
be: I am not here to train you with a suitcase full of rules and procedures. 
I am a colleague who has had to deal with the same problems you are 
facing now. You will have to start with laying a base of mutual trust, let 
it grow. Start with focussing on what you have in common: we are going 
to build something together. Never go for the top-down approach or 
present them with a blueprint. You have to be genuinely curious and be 
willing to learn and find out things for yourself. Keep an open mind.’ 

There are organisations, operating in this field, aiming to introduce the 
programme of a specific political party, involving a specific ideology and 
world vision. Recently, Van Overbeeke was involved in an aid programme 
for a parliament which had been funded by an important donor agency. 
Van Overbeeke: ‘The programme stipulated that a gender specialist was 
to be included in the president’s cabinet. Wonderful of course, but this 
was a condition which had been requested by the donor agency. It was 
no priority of the recipient and they felt no need for it whatsoever.’ 

Or the time that Tunisian parliamentarians had to find out by read-
ing the newspaper that a well-intended donor agency had developed a 
programme for their parliament. And in Haiti, Spaans once spoke to the 
Speaker of the House to explore interest in a new project.  

Spaans: ‘The Speaker was yet to come to terms with a previous project 
that had failed in part because of a lack of consultation and which had 
brought him in such a state that he kept repeating: N’Imposez Pas! (Do 
not impose!)’.

In what way could a Dutch political party such as D66 assist in any such 
process of political transition? 
Spaans: ‘Essential elements to succeed would be to ask questions, ob-
serve, listen and assist with the self-assessment. Find similar or compa-
rable issues in order to solve specific problems, or to be able to answer 
questions put to you by citizens. How would you handle this methodi-
cally, step by step? This is where you have added value: by sharing your 
own experiences and translating them to the situation in other, less 
developed countries.’ 

What do you see as the bottom line with respect to aid from the West?
Spaans: ‘Democracy is not an invention of the West; we see essential el-
ements of it in many different cultures and in all kinds of forms. In Mali 
the village elders convene under the togola to come to a consensus about 
the village problems. It is easy enough to relate to that form of democra-
cy as well and to build a bridge connecting our own experiences to the 
realities of the partner.’ 1
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A decade of  
democratic disruption

On 17 December 2010, Mohammed Bouazi-
zi, a Tunisian street vendor set himself on 
fire to protest against the corrupt regime  
of his country. This incident sparked  
off mass demonstrations throughout the  
Middle East, known as the Arab Spring.  
It also marked the beginning of a decade  
of democratic disruption.

Worldwide, democratic movements dis-
rupted the political order of their country. 
Occupy Wall Street, the Ukrainian Revolu-
tion, Black Lives Matter, Les Gilets Jaunes 
and the protests in Belarus, Hong Kong 
and Thailand, to name a few. According 
to the Center for Strategic & International 
Studies, a prestigious American thinktank, 
we are living in ‘The age of mass protests’. 
These protests are historically unprece-
dented in frequency, scope and size.

We can no longer avoid one of the most 
important questions of our time: Is there 
still a future for liberal democracy? Yascha 
Mounk argued in The People vs. Democracy 
that ‘liberal democracy is now decompos-
ing into its component parts, giving rise 
to illiberal democracy on the one side and 
undemocratic liberalism on the other’.

He describes illiberal democracy as a regime 
of democracy without rights. As is the 
case in Poland or Hungary, where liberal 
institutions are under attack. Institutions 
that are supposed to effectively protect the 
rule of law and guarantee individual rights 
– such as freedom of speech and freedom 
of association – for all citizens (including 
ethnic and religious minorities).

In contrast, he describes undemocratic 
liberalism as a regime of rights without 
democracy. Such as the European Union, 
where it is not always possible to effec- 
tively translate popular views into public 
policy – despite having regular, compet-
itive elections – and which is skewed in 
favour of the elites. Would it be realistic  
to expect liberal democracies to develop  
into both more responsive as well as 
robust democracies? Responsive, so that 
popular views will translate into public 
policy. And robust, so that liberal institu-
tions will be respected and protected.

I believe that liberal democracies have the 
capacity to evolve into ‘antifragile’ democ-
racies, a term first used by Nassim Taleb. 
Antifragile democracies, besides being re-
sponsive or robust, benefit from democrat-
ic disruption. They actually improve by it. 

In order to do that, their leaders might ad-
here to Machiavelli’s theory, which argues 
that the conflict between the elites and the 
masses in Rome did not weaken, but, on 
the contrary, strengthened the Republic. 
Therefore, the challenge for liberal democ-
racies would be to not blindly succumb to 
mass indignation, nor to suppress it, but 
to transform it.

Let liberal democracies reinvent them-
selves and experiment with new institu-
tions that channel mass indignation, like 
fora for mass deliberation. Recent exam-
ples are the citizens’ assemblies in Ireland 
and France on respectively abortion and 
climate. With the support of these insti-
tutions we might be able to enter a decade 
or even an age of democratic deliberation. 
Time will tell.

Jasper Zuure 
Senior Consultant, Dutch Council for Public Administration
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